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By Ken Bolton

Vagabond Press, Australia, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 210 x 148 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Ken Bolton s A Whistled Bit of Bop begins
and ends with poems that embrace the abstract through collage - working with pre-existing
materials, the initial selection often arbitrary. Double Trouble deals with time and timing, art,
friendship; closing the collection, Triumvirate works with similar elements but in a context that is
political and historical. Bolton acknowledges parts of a particular pantheon (F.T. Prince, Tony
Towle, Peter Schjeldahl, Ashbery, Berrigan, John Forbes) in the sequence Late Night Reading ,
which tips from satire to elegy and out again, while Some Photos for Gabe takes the form of a
letter, wondering at the recipient s life in London and meditating on two images of domestic life in
Australia. In a different register, Australian Suburban Garden is spun out of the everyday - art, time,
Europe. Some poems are amusing tours de force, others are like spells. The light changed?.
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ReviewsReviews

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. This really is for all who statte that there had not been a well worth reading. It is extremely di icult to leave
it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Claud Bernhard-- Claud Bernhard

It is an remarkable pdf which i have ever go through. Of course, it can be play, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. I realized this pdf from
my dad and i suggested this book to discover.
-- Dr. Gerda Bergnaum-- Dr. Gerda Bergnaum
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